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Tweetable Highlights:


Puppy pre-rinse! @moen finds over 2 in 5 American pet owners let their pet(s) lick their
plate(s) before washing them.



Crowded showers… @moen uncovers 15% of Americans who have ever owned a pet
have bathed with their pet.

PECULIAR BEHAVIORS OF PET OWNERS
Moen Uncovers Surprising Facts About What We Let Our Pets Do at Home…
North Olmsted, Ohio… Do you share a playlist with your Poodle? Snuggle in bed with your
Siamese? Take a bath with your turtle? It might seem far-fetched, but since many of us treat
pets like they’re family, we often let them do things behind closed doors that others might find
surprising. In fact, a recent survey, commissioned by Moen, conducted online by Harris Poll,
finds that over two in five Americans who have ever owned a pet (43 percent) have let their pet
lick their plate before washing them. And that’s not all we let them do…


Sudsing Up – Fifteen percent of Americans who have ever owned a pet have bathed
with their pet.
o

And wait, there’s more… Over one in eight Americans who have ever owned a
dog (thirteen percent) have taken a shower with their dog.

o

Nearly two thirds of Americans who have ever owned a pet (62 percent) have
bathed their pet at home.



Dining Alongside Your Dog – Fifty-five percent of people let their pooch sit at the dinner
table.*



Sleeping Together – Forty-two percent of all dog owners allow their pooches to sleep in
bed with them at night.**

“There’s no doubt about – we love our pets. And it’s in part, because almost all of us have had
at least one furry friend in our lifetime,” said Andrea Maher, senior marketing communications
specialist, Moen. “Our recent survey finds that close to nine in ten Americans – 88 percent –

have ever owned a pet. What’s different about today’s pets, however, is that we truly treat them
like family… some, we treat even better than family.”

With countless people working outside the home, many pets are left to fend for themselves for
the day. To make them feel like someone is with them at all times, several pet owners leave the
TV on for their cuddly companions. And some do a bit more…


Pet Renovation – Fourteen percent of Americans who have ever owned a pet have
updated a room/item to be more pet friendly.



Moolah on Meows – Roughly 1 in 5 Americans who have ever owned a pet (nineteen
percent) say they spend on average $100 or more on their pet per month, outside of
medical expenses.
o

The average amount Americans who have ever owned a pet spend on their pet
per month, outside of medical expenses, is $55.

“Today’s pampered pets truly have it made,” added Maher. “At Moen, we’ve heard from
customers who have installed Pot Filler faucets to fill dog water bowls… to those who have
created pet bathing stations with our powerful handshowers… to even some who have bath
tubs dedicated solely to wash their pets. It’s no longer a ‘man’s world these days… it’s definitely
a ‘pet’s world’ – and we’re just living in it.”

For more information, visit moen.com or call 1-800-BUY-MOEN (1-800-289-6636).

###
Survey Methodology:
This survey was conducted online within the United States by Harris Poll on behalf of Moen from May 1719, 2016 among 2,026 U.S. adults ages 18 and older, among whom 1,808 have ever owned a pet. This
online survey is not based on a probability sample and therefore no estimate of theoretical sampling error
can be calculated. For complete survey methodology, including weighting variables, please contact
Courtney Yerega at cyerega@fallscommunications.com.

* "Doggy Dining." Food Network Magazine Mar. 2016: 26. Print.
** Myers, Wyatt. "Should You Allow Your Dog in Your Bed?"EverydayHealth.com. Everyday Health
Media, LLC, 8 Mar. 2015. Web. 11 July 2016.

Follow Moen:


Facebook: facebook.com/moen



Twitter: @moen



Pinterest: pinterest.com/moen



Instagram: @moeninc



YouTube: youtube.com/moenfaucets



Houzz: houzz.com/pro/moen

About Moen
As the #1 faucet brand in North America, Moen offers a diverse selection of thoughtfully
designed kitchen and bath faucets, showerheads, accessories, bath safety products, kitchen
sinks and garbage disposals for residential applications – each delivering the best possible
combination of meaningful innovation, useful features, on-trend styling and lasting value. In
addition, Moen® Commercial offers superior-performing products that can deliver lower lifetime
costs for today's facilities.

Moen is part of Fortune Brands Home & Security, Inc. (NYSE: FBHS), which creates products and
services that help fulfill the dreams of homeowners and help people feel more secure. The
Company's trusted brands include Moen®, Riobel®, ROHL® and Perrin & Rowe® under its Global
Plumbing Group (GPG), Master Lock® and Sentry® Safe security products, MasterBrand Cabinets®
and Therma-Tru® entry door systems. Fortune Brands holds market leadership positions in all of its
segments. Fortune Brands is part of the S&P 500 Index. For more information, please visit
www.FBHS.com.
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